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Abstract--Question and answer sequences in music are discussed from a mathematical point of view. 
Symmetry ules are established for such sequences, and sample works illustrate the foregoing. 
INTRODUCTION 
Music is an artistic image described in a universal language decipherable by all. The variegated 
patterns and intricate designs are purposely injected in order to incorporate the emotions and 
reflexes of the listener. It is no wonder then, that the use of thought provoking question and answer 
sequences are used to unfold certain musical works. 
Questions and answers however, go beyond emotional aspects and have some definite mathemat- 
ical structure videnced in symmetry. Wilson (1986) discussed symmetry in music and its relation 
to emotional states. We concentrate on a limited form of symmetry, in question and answer 
sequences, and examine the mathematical structure related to them. Symmetry under translation, 
rotation and reflection will be examined below in sample works by Correlli and Handel. 
A musical phrase is defined as the "basic unit of form that expresses a musical thought or idea" 
(Walton, 1974). Likewise, the cadence is defined as "a point of repose or rest in the music that 
indicates the end of a phrase" (Walton, 1974). Our starting point is the reiteration of the definition 
of phrase however, with the notes as members of a mathematical set. Furthermore, according to 
Walton, a phrase ends when a break or a cadence is encountered. However, in some cases such 
as stopping at the end of a question, it is in contrast o a cadence, as it leaves the listener in a state 
of expectancy, rather than at the tonal "fall off". Hence we introduce a more restrictive definition 
for a phrase, where completion is required. We then proceed to define and examine two sub units 
of form, which sometimes, though not always, occur: the question and answer, the relationship 
between them and some rules that govern them. The notion of question and answer is not hereto 
a defined musical term. Therefore, we will use an ad hoc definition to establish the language needed 
to proceed with the mathematical discussion. Thus, the cadence as related to sub unit forms is found 
to abide by structural note boundaries with particular behavior. 
The questions and answers have no relation to subject and answer such as in a fugue, and 
therefore can not be compared. In a fugue, one addresses a melody as the subject. A melody 
expresses a musical idea which can be a question, an answer, or both if it is complete. Hence, a 
subject in a fugue is not restrictive nough in its definition to enable a comparison with a question 
and answer sequence. 
Finally, Budden noted (Budden, 1972) that sequence is considered to be a group of notes (a 
fragment) repeated at higher or lower pitch several times in succession. We introduce a more 
rigorous definition for a special case of a sequence as it relates to questions and answers. 
We will limit the present discussion to simple cadence. That is, periods where a subsequent usage 
of a former incomplete cadence in an antecedent leads to consequence, will not be dealt with. Only 
unambiguous terminations that are isolated from preceding antecedents will be considered. To 
further limit the scope, the discussion will address only melody in its strictest form without any 
harmony. Namely, even variations will be treated as melodic, and when applied to a base line will 
be a melodic line. 
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MATHEMATICAL  CONSIDERATIONS 
Definition 1 
A (musical) phrase is a complete (musical) thought, expressed as a closed set of musical notes. 
Definition 2 
Let n denote a musical note in a phrase and 6 the adjacent note to n; then the set of notes on 
the open interval of length 26 
n-3<l<n+6,  
is called the neighborhood of n. 
Axiom l 
The notes B #, G ~, A #, D # appearing in the neighborhood of the end of a phrase, need a 
subsequent note in order to complete the musical phrase. 
Definition 3 
A phrase ending with the note B is said to be a pseudophrase. 
Definition 4 
A note in the neighborhood of the end of a phrase, that does not need a subsequent note to 
complete the musical phrase is called an independently terminating note. 
Definition 5 
A phrase is said to be complete when there is no further room for progression within it. 
Definition 6 
A musical question is a phrase, or part of it, that implies a musical suggestion of an idea, 
incomplete in itself, but provocative in expectancy of a statement of completion. 
Definition 7 
A musical answer is the completion of a posed musical question. It implies a suggested idea 
expressed either as a unique phrase in itself, or the necessary notation for completion of a phrase 
begun by a question. 
Definition 8 
A phrase without a question or an answer is said to be a null phrase. 
Theorem 1 
A necessary condition for a question or answer in a phrase to be completed, is for it to end with 
an independently terminating note. 
Proof Let us assume that the phrase is complete with a note that is not an independently 
terminating note. If it ends with B '~, G #, A '~ or D #, then by Axiom 1 it is not complete. If it ends 
with any other note, then by Definition 4 it ends with a terminating note, in contradiction to the 
assumption in the proof. 
Theorem 2 
A non-null phrase can contain more than one question, but only one answer. 
Proof Let us assume that two answers exist in one phrase; then by Definition 7, the first answer 
completes the phrase. Hence, the second answer is not in the same phrase, in contradiction to the 
above assumption. 
Theorem 3 
A phrase that is not a null phrase contains either an answer, at least one question, or both. 
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Proof. By Definition 8, it must contain at least a question or an answer. By Theorem 2, it can 
contain only one answer. 
Definition 9 
A sequence of notes is an ordered set of notes, not necessarily all different. 
Definition 10 
A sequence in a phrase or series of phrases is an ordered set of questions and answers. 
Henceforth we will limit our discussion of symmetry in music to question and answer sequences. 
Axiom 2 
A question and answer sequence is said to be symmetric under translation if lowering or raising 
a note by a half or a whole in a question, yields an answer, and vice versa. 
Namely, 
Let a note be X(i), where i = 1 . . . . .  8. 
Let a half note be X(/), where j = 1 . . . . .  8. 
Let T be the translation operation. 
Then: for a question Q (X) that is symmetric under translation there exists an answer A (X) 
so that 
TQ(X(i)) = A (X(i + 1)), 
A(X( j  + 1)), 
TQ(Xq)) = A(X( j  + 1)), 
A (X(i + 1)). 
Axiom 3 
A question or answer is said to be symmetric under rotation if the question or the answer have 
notes rotating about a fixed core of notes. 
Namely, let the core of notes from the field of notes {X}, where x = 1 . . . . .  8, be C. Then for 
any question that is symmetric under rotation, there exists the structure 
X(i) CX( j )  X(k) CX(I) X(m) CX(n), 
where it is not required that i #:j ~ k ~ l # m q: n 
Definition 11 
A sequence is said to be symmetric under rotation if both question and answer are each 
independently symmetric under rotation. 
Axiom 4 
A question or answer is said to be symmetric under reflection, if the question or the answer has 
a series of ordered notes that reverse order at mid question or answer, respectively. 
Namely, let X(i), i = 1 . . . . .  8, denote a note from the field of notes {X}. Then a question is 
symmetric under reflection if the sequence X(i)X(j)X(k)X(l)X(k)X(j)X(i) is preserved in order. 
Definition 12 
A question and answer sequence is said to be symmetric under reflection if both question and 
answer are each symmetric under reflection. 
Let us now examine samples of musical works from Correlli and Handel, in terms of 
mathematical symmetry. While the rules of symmetry prevail irrespective of the composer, as shall 
be noted shortly, composers utilize symmetry in different ways, sometimes eemed idiosyncratic. 
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Observe the following line from Correlli's La Folia 
DFAF DFA i :  DFA ~: 
This is the proposed question. It is evident, that the question revolves around the note F. The 
question prepares the listener for the answer, without which the sequence will not be complete. The 
answer follows: 
C~EAE C~rEAE C~EAE 
We note four possible cores around which rotation can evolve: 
EAE; AE; A; E. 
Further definitive articulation is required to remove possible ambiguity. 
Definition 13 
A center about which rotation occurs in a question or an answer is said to be a core. 
Axiom 5 
A core can also be the beginning or the end of a question or answer. 
Axiom 6 
The core in a multiple core possibility is the note or combination of notes appearing in 
significantly larger number than any other centers of rotation. 
Definition 14 
A core consisting of one note only, is said to be a single note core. 
Definition 15 
A core consisting of more than one note is said to be a multiple note core. 
Definition 16 
A core consisting of multiple notes, where one or more of the notes is a core by itself, is said 
to contain nested cores. 
Axiom 7 
Cores can be multiple and/or nested. 
Theorem ~l 
The true core is obtained from a multiple or nested cores by choosing the core whose note or 
notes appear most in number (i.e. "core is more"). 
Proof. By Axiom 6. 
Definition 1 7 
When ordered notes reverse direction in a section which is not the mid of the question or answer, 
the result is said to be pseudo reflection. 
Corollary 1 
When nested cores exist, pseudo reflection can also be present, if there are identical repeated 
sections in the question or answer. 
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Rotation is about G. Furthermore, there is symmetry under translation as well, since 
D F A F D F in the question 
l l l l l l  
E G B G E G in the answer 
That is, TQ(D)= A(E); TQ(F)=A(G) ;  TQ(A)=A(B) ,  where T raises the note by a whole 
step. 
The mixture of rotation and translation is seen again in his Allegro. 
Note the question 
C~DE C~eDE 
and the answer 
B~D~ BEDE 
Both question and answer revolve around the same core E. In order to determine whether the 
question or the answer is higher in the scale, the alternating notes must be examined. Since C ~ 
is indeed higher than B, the question is posed higher than the answer. The determination is
needed if we want to establish the existance of symmetry under translation as well, which prevails. 
Namely, 
As is readily seen, 
TQ(B)  = A(C#); TQ(E)  = A(F~); T 'Q(D)  =A(E) .  
That is, Tlowers the note by a whole or a half step, while T' lowers it by a whole step. Furthermore, 
the sequence under discussion also maintains near symmetry under reflection. 
We note that in the question 
and the answer 
we have D DC~D ADC~D vs BDC#D FDC~DD.  
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Namely, aside from rotation around the segment DC~D, there is symmetry under reflection 
where the mid point is A in the question and F in the answer. 
Symmetry of question and answer sequences i  also evident in works by Handel. However, 
Handel added a slight twist. Instead of presenting a direct answer for each question, he lets the 
question repeat in several forms and accumulate r iterations before an answer is supplied. 
From Handel's Sonata III in F major, Second Movement we have 
C F~,G FC 
with a clear reflection in the question C F G A G F C. However, no reflection exists in the question 
directly following: 
GABGFC AGFEF  
Note that the answer takes the form of descending scales, which is also the form of the answer 
in the next example. 
A continuing question and answer sequence in the same work is 
C CFEF cFE~F DFEF DFEF CFAF cFAF 
All of these variations to the questions are played before the scale-like answer completes the 
sequence: D EbD C B. This quaint response answers and completes the extensive beginning. 
Symmetry is again only displayed in the question. Under rotation, the symmetry is evident in first 
revolving around the sequence F E F, and then changing to F A F. The first note of every two sets 
of 16 notes commences with identical notes. The sequence of these notes is symmetric under 
reflection. That is 
C-C D-D C-C. 
Handel also makes use of translation i  his question and answer sequence. The example below is 
an excerpt from Handel's Sonata No. 4 
li 
A~^C 
ltl 
A~AC 
11 
AC BA 
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The question here is translated into the answer by the raising of each note. For example, the 
first note of the question is G ~. Raised by a half step, it becomes A, the first note of the answer. 
Namely, TQ(G ~) = A(A). 
It is sufficient o look at a few examples to realize that while individual question and answer 
fragments appear to maintain at least one form of symmetry, the symmetry ingredients do not form 
an individual symmetric pattern; neither for a composer, nor always in the same work itself. While 
Correlli's La Folia has such symmetrics, it is not carried over into Correlli's Allegro where different 
symmetry ingredients create the necessary symmetry for each fragment. Therefore, symmetry is not 
observed within symmetry, but seems at minimum to manifest itself consistently in a question and 
answer sequence. 
Styles of question and answer structure differ not only among composers, but also among their 
individual works. While Correlli's La Folia and Allegro have a sequence, Handel's tyle is different. 
Although his Sonata No. 3 contains single question and answer sequences, his Sonata No. 4 does 
not. In the latter, a series of questions appears each subsequent to a former question of which it 
is a slight variant. The answer however, is given at the end of the entire list, as a single answer 
to all the questions preceeding it. Notwithstanding the idiosynchratic style, symmetry exists in the 
structure of the work. 
The three forms of symmetry found in musical question and answer sequences alternate their 
occurence in musical works encountered. They address an aspect of music hidden from the ear. 
Nonetheless, what meets so pleasantly with the ear has an intrinsic pattern incorporated within it 
that furthers its interaction with the listener. 
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